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Abstract: In the never-ending search by Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) for ways to reduce crime more effectively, the prevention of criminal activity is always considered the ideal solution. Since the 1990s, Intelligence-led Policing (ILP) was implemented in some forms by many LEAs around the world for crime prevention. Along with ILP, LEAs nowadays more and more turn to various new surveillance technologies. As a result, there are numerous studies and reports introducing some compelling results from LEAs that have implemented ILP, offering robust data around how the future of policing could be. In this context, this paper explores the most recent literature, identifying where ILP stands today in Greece and to what extent it could be a viable, practical approach to crime prevention. In addition, it is researched to what degree new technologies have been adopted by the European Union and the Hellenic Police in their “battle” against crime. It is concluded that most technologies are at the research stage, and studies are underway in many areas.
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1. Introduction

Policing has gone through numerous radical changes over the years. Since the introduction of professional policing under political control in liberal democracies, various models of policing have been tested and implemented [1]. The most typical examples are Community Policing, Zero Tolerance Policing, Intelligence-Led Policing (ILP), Problem Solving Policing, Preventative Policing, Cooperative Policing, etc. [2,3]. The responsibilities and requirements of the police profession used to be simple, and the means used by the police officers, in order to perform duties, unsophisticated and “unadorned” [4]. However, since the 1930s, the policing “world” changed along with the rapid transformation of society and the development of criminality [2,4]. A significant contribution was made in this transformation of policing by J. Edgar Hoover, who introduced how science could contribute to criminal investigations, establishing, in 1932, the first Technical Crime Laboratory in the Federal Bureau of Investigations, focusing on the use of scientific analysis to solve crimes [5]. After that point, using technological innovations for collecting and analyzing criminal information and data to deal with crime and manage risk became the dominant model [2].

Security was always a multifarious subject [2,6]. Threat sources and events, crime vulnerabilities, and risks are many and diverse; thus, a lot of discussions have taken place for decades among scholars and practitioners of policing around how the modern police should respond to crime [2,6]. In this context, numerous academics and researchers [2,3,7] have stated that ILP’s holistic approach that focuses on taking advantage of technology in order to accurately assess the social harm of criminality, may allow the police to prevent crime beyond borders.

One of the first and more significant steps taken towards the datafication of policing was made by the New York City Police Department in early 1994 when it introduced the Compstat system that exploited crime statistics and mapping technologies to identify crime hotspots and emerging threats [2]. The transition from an investigative ethos to a technologically driven strategic business model to address modern policing problems provided police with a real opportunity to increase its effectiveness against crime [2]. This transition was accelerated after the terrorist attacks of 9 November 2001, which revealed to the world how intelligence operations are of life-and-death importance [7]. Since that day, it was realized that homeland security and local crime prevention are not mutually exclusive; thus, the world’s attention has been focused on the need for constructive changes in law enforcement intelligence [7]. That was the point where efforts focused on enhancing state and local law enforcement intelligence operations, making it possible for police to play a major role in homeland security [7]. Therefore, everyday police events and incidents were considered now crucial in the production of valuable intelligence when correlated with homeland security information. What better source for gathering information on all kinds of potential threats and vulnerabilities than police officers “on the beat” [7] (p.vii)?

The future policing environment is expected to be challenging, as it will be characterized by transnational organized criminality, global terrorism, and domestic extremism, while society will be increasingly risk concerned and influenced by intrusive media [2]. The need for convergence between criminal intelligence and national security will become imperative [2]. “Law enforcement can no longer afford to respond to contemporary and future problems with the solutions of yesterday” [7] (p.vii).

As ILP is evolving and widely applied, surveillance mechanisms are increasing [2]. In that sense, although LEAs have been implementing ILP and surveillance technologies for almost 30 years now, there is still much controversy around the use of this data-driven approach to crime prevention, as not much empirical evidence exists to either support or discredit it [8–13].

However, LEAs continue to expand their technology to obtain, retain, and search numerous non-criminal data in their effort to identify information on criminal suspects [2]. In this context, the Greek state, along with the European Union (EU), invested a lot of energy and government/EU funds on the technological upgrade of the Hellenic Police (HP) and focused on fully adopting the ILP’s philosophy in everyday police work. As a result, the creation of the Aerial Means Division, the use of body-worn cameras by police officers, and innovative technological projects such as “Smart Policing” and “National Passenger Information Unit” signaled the new era that the HP has entered [14–18]. In this sense, this paper, after an extensive review of all the relevant literature, presents a broad-based study of the cutting-edge technology used by LEAs, namely the HP, in their effort to fully implement ILP and adopt its philosophy in their everyday work. However, it should be mentioned that this thorough investigation of sources showed that no significant and extensive research was realized around the subject. This fact indicates how limited the research and investigation around the new technologies that HP has or is about to adopt, has been, and how difficult it turned out to be for us to look into all the details around the theme because of the lack of previous original research data. Nevertheless, this absence of relevant research data proves the value of this research. As a result, a study researching this aspect of ILP’s adoption by the HP could be considered important, offering new data in the context of the degree of the technologically driven datafication of policing in Greece.

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the research design and methodology followed by the researchers; Section 3 conceptualizes the ILP doctrine and reviews related work around the new technologies implemented by LEAs in general, that have adopted ILP; Section 4 presents the EU initiatives in the same field; Section 5 presents the main results of our study on the technologies implemented or about to be adopted by the HP in its effort to apply the ILP doctrine; Section 6 gives a detailed description of the main benefits and risks that comprise from the use of such technologies; and finally the last section draws the conclusions and outlines future research directions.
2. Research Design

The general topic/title for this research paper is “Intelligence-led policing (ILP) and the new technologies in the Hellenic Police,” and the research question of this study is “To what extent the new police doctrine, ILP, and new technologies are adopted by the HP?” With that in mind, the research aims to acquire knowledge around the ILP doctrine and the degree of its implementation by the HP and identifying any new technologies adopted by the EU and the HP in their effort to reduce crime. In order to achieve these aims, a review of the existing policing literature about ILP was realized in order to comprehend to what extent it is implemented by the HP. Furthermore, a thorough exploration of the existing policing and technology literature was made in order to identify technologies adopted by the EU and the HP and to contribute original data to the ongoing discussions surrounding ILP, and new police adopted technologies in Greece.

The research strategy adopted in this research can be described as a two-step procedure. The first one is collecting indirect (secondary) qualitative data from books, journals, newspaper articles, and the internet, existing data that researchers simply gather and analyze, and the second one is analyzing them using qualitative methods in order to extract valuable conclusions [19]. As a result, the research question will be best examined through conducting desk-based theoretical research [20].

This qualitative methodology was preferred due to the fact that it does not raise major ethical considerations and demand careful sampling in order to guarantee neutrality and credibility [19,21].

However, indirect data may not be custom-built for the research subject, challenging the researcher to adequately and effectively combine them in order to extract the conclusions needed [19]. In secondary data research analysis, the most important is knowing what you are looking for [19]. If the researcher knows what he/she needs, it is easier to identify adequate sources [19].

As a result, it was vital for the researchers, during the collection and analysis stage of the data, to follow some important qualitative techniques that guaranteed the objectivity and credibility of the research conclusions:

- Prolonged engagement—invest sufficient time to understand the context of each source [19];
- Persistent observation—dig further into each source, beyond an initial superficial reading [19];
- Broad representation and triangulation—collect a variety of sources of data to confirm the authenticity of each source and create a collected data sample that will be wide enough to ensure that formed conclusions are remarkable [19].

Right at this time, it should be stated that when conducting secondary research using indirect data, there is an agitation regarding the impartiality of research data collected and their sources [22,23]. As O’Leary [19] states, one’s bias could “color” the data interpretations and understandings. It is vital during the analysis process to question a text’s origin and the writer’s agenda as some sources are by nature subjective (e.g., media coverage expressing political agendas) [19]. As a result, assessing credibility and objectivity during data collection and analysis is essential [19].

In this context, the content analysis method was used by the researchers. More specifically, the researchers moved on, carrying out an in-depth conceptual content analysis of all the data. In order to use conceptual content analysis in analyzing all the findings, we had to break them down into more manageable categories for further analysis [24,25]. As a result, the steps that were followed for the research’s secondary data content analysis were as follows:

- Locating data;
- Evaluating relevance of the data;
- Assessing the credibility of the data;
- Categorizing and analyzing the data.
Through this process of content analysis, the researchers analyzed all the gathered material and tried to conceptualize and interpret it attentively, draw conclusions, and spot trends and patterns, as this type of content analysis could only quantify the information [24].

3. ILP and Technology

Globally, the intensive engagement of modern governments in the surveillance of individuals is naturally recognized as an integral part of their overall path to globalization and is closely linked to the broader socio-political conditions and the recent technological developments [26]. Although the events of 9 November 2001 are not genetically related to the already existing surveillance trend, they are nevertheless considered as a major cause of the intensification of the escalation, as most surveillance procedures, in particular the collection, distribution, and information processing, henceforth, was the most dynamic—at the same time, of course, the darkest—approach to managing the terrorist threat [7,26].

The process of legitimizing the collection and processing of information by official Law Enforcement policy bodies has begun to change dramatically, as the formal boundaries between the methods of criminal proceedings and those of the relevant state secret services have ceased to be distinguished and sometimes even to exist [1]. The British LEA, followed by its US counterparts, were the first to formally and systematically adopt a policing model based on the extensive collection of information about individuals, openly embracing very wide and frequently challenged techniques and methods of gathering information, with the aim of improving the effectiveness of counter-terrorism work [10]. At the same time, many other European countries have begun to adopt similar preventive information management practices around individuals, even before their formal involvement in the criminal justice system, only under the vague condition of probable high criminal risk [27].

This trend towards an “information-defined” form of policing, aimed at countering terrorism, soon gained the attention, not only of designers and practitioners but also of theorists and academics who began to contribute systematically to its theoretical foundation and analysis, now calling it ILP [26,28]. It soon gained strong supporters on a practical and academic level, and it was identified as one of the most important innovations of the 21st century in the field of law enforcement [26,28].

At its core, ILP can be conceptualized as a predictive model that uses the inductive method for the export of conclusions [2,7].

3.1. Defining ILP

Attempting to describe this trend presents a small difficulty in its early stages, as there is no, as one would expect, the general and universally accepted definition [2]. ILP is a “definitionally evolving concept” [2] (p. 84), and divergent interpretations of the model around the world are mainly based on the fact that it is relatively new, constantly expanding and changing, applied to jurisdictions of different cultures—necessities and with enormous room for improvement [2,26].

According to many academics [2,3,29], ILP is identified as a tool or an instrument or, as Sheptycki [29] defines it, “the technological effort to manage information about threats and risks in order to strategically manage the policing mission.”

However, the recent revisions move ILP away from being a tactic or a tool and identify it as a part of a conceptual policing philosophy [2]. Ratcliffe [2], along with the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) [30], follow a more business-oriented terminology, stating that ILP is evolving into a managerial model of evidence-based resource allocation decisions through prioritization.

In most cases, ILP is described as “a strategy, a long-term and targeted approach to crime control that focuses on the identification, analysis and management of existing and growing problems or forms of risk” [3] (p. 2). According to this philosophy, the model moves more towards a problem-solving orientation of problem-oriented policing [2].

All modern definitions of ILP though emphasize the importance of collecting, analyzing and sharing information and data in the “battle” against crime [2,27]. This policing
model—inspired by the modern crime management mentality—attempts to be implemented through the systematic collection of information (not only criminological) and the analysis of relevant data in order to help formulate a more general decision-making framework, with the ultimate goal of crime reduction and prevention, both through problem management strategy and effective repression, targeting, in particular, the most dangerous criminals [28].

3.2. LEA and Technology

ILP and the technology that comes with it is transforming LEAs work in the 21st century, introducing new tools to deal with modern crime [26]. From drones and body-worn cameras to facial recognition software and artificial intelligence, new pioneering technologies are equipping LEAs with new capabilities to protect and serve civilians [31,32]. For instance, more and more police departments across the country are deploying drones and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as “eyes” in the sky to collect crime evidence or even prevent crimes from happening, functioning as a crime deterrence [32,33]. As technology continues to transform nearly every aspect of society, LEAs’ leaders now have an arsenal of high-tech systems and tools that are designed to enhance public safety, catch criminals, and save lives [31,34].

After a thorough review of technology and policing literature [16–18,31–45], in order to identify the most important ILP technologies that are equipping LEAs with new capabilities to perform their duties, it can be said that these technologies are divided in 10 main categories, which are described briefly below.

3.2.1. Artificial Intelligence

The ever-growing expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT) signifies that more data are being generated, collected, and analyzed every day—much of which could be proved to be incredibly valuable for LEAs [6]. However, the process of deriving actionable insights from exploiting huge amounts of data can be incredibly time-consuming and costly when performed by police officers [2].

This Big Data challenge is recently confronted by Artificial Intelligence (AI) [8]. Technologies such as ShotSpotter, facial recognition, and biometrics contain AI algorithms [31,46]. AI is also used for crime mapping in order to more effectively pinpoint high-crime areas that should be monitored [34].

AI, in general, is mostly used by LEAs in their effort to deploy a predictive policing model. AI utilizes the so-called “deep learning” algorithms that train computers to analyze big data in order to actually predict when and where crimes are more likely to occur and help LEAs to distribute police staff accordingly to the crime hotspot areas identified [44,45].

3.2.2. Facial Recognition Software

Facial recognition capabilities came along with the development of AI that was achieved thanks to the newly introduced innovative deep learning techniques [47]. Thus, a deep learning-based face recognition system, typically when it detects a face, it starts normalizing the image and extracting facial features in order to compare them against any given face or a pool of faces existed in a database [48]. Such a system was tested for live identification of people of interest at Brussels Airport in 2017 [49].

Though advanced forms of facial recognition could prove to be a valuable tool for crime prevention with its capabilities in identifying potential terrorists and tracking criminals and missing people, such technologies are considered to be among the most controversial emerging police technologies in the 21st century [50].

3.2.3. Biometrics

In addition to fingerprints, which have been used globally for over a century, and DNA profiling, which has been used for the last 40 years by LEAs to identify criminals, now LEAs have access to an ever-expanding array of biometric and behavioral characteristics [31].
Some of the most important are emotion detection, voice recognition, gait analysis, wrist veins, iris recognition, palmprints, and even heartbeats [17,31].

For example, emotion detection technologies are used to identify the mental state and emotions of a target, examining facial expressions and other physiognomic characteristics such as gaze, voice, heart rate, body temperature, body movement, and gestures [47]. Emotion detection applications based on AI technology are already exploited in monitoring mental health, evaluating children’s social and emotional skills, assessing job candidates, and detecting potential shoplifters [47].

3.2.4. Robots

In this category, one of the hottest trends is the development and construction of self-driving cars that continue to challenge the automotive industry until today [40]. This new technology was recently used by the automaker FORD to patent a self-driving police car that was equipped with artificial intelligence and was designed to identify traffic law violators by transmitting data to police officers on duty [41]. In this context, according to McGuire [30] (p.29), “the requirement for a police presence behind the wheel of patrol vehicles is itself now under threat . . . form the technology of driverless vehicles.”

Moreover, there were some cases that LEAs, in order to obtain visual and audio access to specific potential crime scenes that were considered too dangerous or hard to reach, used next-generation robotic cameras, which were able to capture more complex movements and offer the level of optical resolution for close up action and consistency of coverage, space-saving and unique angles in comparison with automated cameras [42].

In the same context, a lot of ongoing research is focused on the development of police robot officers [42]. China introduced, in 2016, a security and service robot called “AnBot” that would be used to patrol banks, airports, and schools. According to Chinese Authorities [42], the “AnBot” is still under development, and in the near future, it will be deployed on the field, using facial recognition to identify criminals and was capable of following them until the police arrive [42]. In the same context, in Dubai, the Sanbot, a touchscreen-equipped robot officer that uses IBM’s Watson AI system, is already on duty, patrolling tourist attractions [41]. The policing agencies in Dubai introduced this robot patrol officer in 2016, which was able to feed video to a command center, forward reported crimes to police, settle fines, run facial recognition processes, and speak nine languages. According to the United Arab Emirates Police Force, these robot officers will replace 25% of their forces by 2030 [42].

3.2.5. ShotSpotter

ShotSpotter is a new technology implemented in many cities, mainly in the United States, that detects gunfire through sensors, helping police analysts to track down the event and notify operational police officers to arrive at the scene more quickly than ever before [51]. According to Carr’s research [51] in Washington and Oakland, where ShotSpotter tools were used, it was identified that only 12% of gunfire incidents resulted in a 911 call to report gunshots. However, a lot of concerns are still being raised around whether ShotSpotter can reliably distinguish the sound of gunfire from other loud, impulsive noises [52].

3.2.6. Thermal Imaging

Thermal imaging is a vastly used tool in border surveillance as it is especially effective in the dark [50]. Thermal image cameras exploit infrared imaging technology to detect heat emitted by objects such as humans and animals [36,37]. This technology is vastly used by HP in its effort to monitor and protect the borders [53]. After the migrant crisis that took place in February 2020 on the Greek-Turkish border, the HP deployed a huge number of thermal cameras, which detect human movement from body heat in a range of up to 12 km [38]. As a result, the HP monitors the movement on the border, inside the Turkish territory, in order to be prepared in case of a mass movement of people [38].
3.2.7. Automatic License (or Number) Plate Recognition (ALPR or ANPR)

The ALPR technology that is vastly used by toll collectors to automatically identify the registration numbers and letters on a car’s license plate is now exploited by LEAs in their effort to identify stolen cars, arrest people with active warrants, and locate declared missing people (Amber Alerts)” [44].

This technology helped the police to automate and speed up the process of checking a license plate against LEA databases [39]. ALPR cameras are mounted at police cars and, in some cases, at streetlights, allowing LEAs to capture images of the same license plate could potentially offer the ability to track a vehicle’s movements over time, which could prove to be vital in catching criminals [39].

This technology is used by the HP since 2016 in Athens and was recently deployed at the border crossings to locate both stolen vehicles and those used for illegal or criminal activities [38].

3.2.8. CCTV Systems

CCTV systems have become increasingly popular among municipalities and LEAs, as they provide important surveillance and prevention perspectives and serve as a tool for police investigation [54]. These systems are extensively exploited in London; however, the cameras used are configured to not being able to listen to conversations and capture clear pictures of public interactions [54]. They simply monitor people’s behavior by covering a public space thus that it can be seen if a crime has been committed, gathering evidence at the same time ready to be used if needed, in a transubstantiation of an evidence-based policing strategy [55].

Of course, the proliferation of smartphones in the modern digital age has also exponentially increased the ability to record events, especially during police and citizen’s contact [56]. As a result, video and audio recording have become a widespread integral part of the 21st-century culture [56].

In this context, video technology has been increasingly used as a surveillance mechanism, both by citizens and LEAs [6]. The first police-used video camera was introduced in the early 1990s in the US when various police patrol cars were equipped with in-car cameras that were recording real-time the police officers perform their duties [57].

3.2.9. Enhanced Body-Worn Cameras

Apart from CCTV systems and in-car cameras, body-worn police cameras that record the interactions and contacts of an on-duty police officer have also been used lately by LEAs around the world in order to provide transparency and accountability [58]. Despite the early resistance of the police personnel to the use of these cameras, research [59] showed that as accountability and transparency in the police increased, the sense of security and trust to the police officers by the citizens was augmented. A recent example of transparency was the case of George Floyd in the US, as the video recording from the police vehicle’s camera was used in order to convict the police officer that shot and killed him [60,61].

This technology was recently in the center of public debate in Greece, especially after the announcements made by the Minister of Civil Protection that riot police would wear cameras to monitor the events during public demonstrations [14]. The use of body-worn cameras by the police has set in motion an ongoing debate around the importance and the impact of this technology in concepts such as privacy and data protection [14].

Nowadays, videos of police officers performing their duties in a number of high-profile incidents flood the internet and social media in an instance, drawing intense public and media scrutiny [14]. However, these videos, in most cases, do not display the whole picture of an incident as it does not depict all of the events; thus, body-worn cameras allow police supervisors and the public to gain an objective view of on-duty police work [62]. This technology, in some cases, was designed to integrate with police car systems in order to provide synchronized video of an event from multiple angles [58]. In addition, a smart holster has been developed that can activate the body-worn camera when the police officer
draws his or her firearm [14]. Moreover, there are some technological reports indicating that body-worn cameras could, in the near future, be capable of issuing an alert when an officer falls down or is hurt [58]. The facial recognition capabilities of body-worn cameras are still in the development process [31].

3.2.10. Drones

Police forces are deploying more and more drones in their everyday tasks [42]. From traffic monitoring to border control surveillance, drones have proved to be a great tool in the police’s efforts against crime [42]. LEAs in certain US states have already passed legislation that allows the use of non-lethal force by robots and drones. Therefore, the US border patrol has been actively considering weaponizing its drones to immobilize potential suspects in using non-lethal force against targets of interest [42].

In that sense, the Unmanned Aircraft Service of the HP was founded in 2017 and has the responsibility of monitoring all Greek territory and transiting information to the ground police forces regarding the prevention and suppression of crime, the treatment of illegal immigration in border areas, the control of order and traffic, the support firefighters in dealing with fires, natural disasters, floods, earthquakes or serious accidents and incidents [33,35]. The Service has nine UAVs at its disposal that were recently used to monitor the traffic during quarantine hours due to COVID-19 [16,38].

In general, drones are mostly used by police to gain aerial vantage points for collecting evidence from crime scenes, crowd monitoring, and search and rescue efforts [35]. Some drones are equipped even with cameras with thermal imaging, 3D mapping, and enhanced zoom capabilities [33,35].

4. EU Initiatives

Before examining the case of HP, it is imperative to investigate the EU’s involvement in adopting new police technologies as EU’s decisions and actions are interconnected significantly with HP’s future [63].

The EU has, for the last five years, focused its energy and resources on improving border control and mitigating security risks related to cross-border terrorism and transnational crime [47]. EU member states proved to be rather flexible in adopting new technologies that offer accurate identification of individuals in order to control mobility and reduce crime [47].

The most commonly used technology is the automated fingerprint identification technology that is currently used in three European information systems; the Schengen Information System (SIS); the European dactyloscopy database (Eurodac); and the Visa Information System (VIS) [47]. It is also about to be used in the Entry/Exit System and the European Criminal Record Information System for third-Country nationals (ECRIS-TCN) [47].

Along with fingerprint identification, DNA profiling is a new SIS feature that is expected to be fully implemented by the end of 2021 [47].

Apart from these technologies, and according to a recent study for the European Commission (EC) [64], significant opportunities were identified, all involving the use of AI such as chat bots and virtual assistants, data management and analytics tools, and risk assessment applications [64].

In this context, although not yet used, automated FRT is configured in almost all EU information systems that would allow LEAs in the near future to process facial images for identification purposes [47]. The most common example of how FRT is used in the EU is the Automated Border Control (ABC) that is deployed at the EU airports [47]. More specifically an ABC system is “an automated system which authenticates the electronic machine-readable travel document or token, establishes that the passenger is the rightful holder of the document or token, queries border control records, then determines eligibility of border crossing according to the pre-defined rules” [65]. According to FRONTEX [65], these EU ABC systems support a number of biometrics, including facial and iris recognition.
Currently, they are used only for comparing a traveler’s face against the facial image of his/her travel document, thus they are about to be enhanced as soon as the biometric passports are adopted worldwide [65].

Moreover, one of the most controversial applications of AI, emotion detection technologies, although not deployed in the EU, is explored and tested in a number of EU-funded projects and initiatives for developing border control mechanisms [47].

Apart from identification processes, AI algorithms are also used by the EU for profiling persons of interest based on specific data-based risk profiles [47]. This algorithmic intelligence-driven profiling technology that assesses individual risks of security, is carried out by Member States in the framework of the Passenger Name Record (PNR) data exchange and is being developed in the context of the VIS and the European Travel Information Authorization System (ETIAS) [47].

Finally, a recent study for the EC researched the development of an AI forecasting and early warning tool for migration trends and security threats [66]. The European Asylum Support Office (EASO) has already used such a tool in order to predict the future number of asylum applications [47]. In the same context, the European Border Surveillance System (EUROSUR) that became operational in 2014 and is based on such AI forecasting technology, is now considered a well-established intelligence and risk analysis driven framework for information exchange between EU Member States and the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (Frontex) [47].

5. ILP and Technology in Greece

Technology is considered to be, along with the ILP model and information management, a mechanism for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of LEAs in relation to crime detection [67].

The ILP model, taking advantage of technology, is now a key pillar of the HP’s modern anti-crime policy [2]. This approach takes place in the context of the predictive model of policing, based on processed information (intelligence); thus that the operations of the police officers could be mainly predictive—preventive and secondarily repressive [11].

The HP in its effort to implement the ILP model, allocated a lot of resources and funding mechanisms (approximately 391,465,834,73 € of EU funding) available in acquiring cutting-edge police technology that could help police officers to be more effective [68]. Furthermore, HP is experimenting with FRT and other biometric processing technologies while at the same time consolidating the use of drones for policing and border control [18].

5.1. The Role of DIDAP

One of the main representatives responsible for this effort to adopt and implement ILP by the HP is the Directorate for Management and Analysis of Intelligence (DIDAP), which was established in 2014 (Presidential Decree 178/2014). DIDAP is HP’s central point of information collection, where data are evaluated, classified, and analyzed in order to identify threats and signs of high crime—crime hotspots, consolidating the predictive-led policing as a best practice [7].

In this context, DIDAP recently implemented the project for the establishment and operation of an Operational Intelligence Center through the procurement of specialized software for interconnection of databases and analysis of information related to organized crime and terrorism [27,69].

Furthermore, as of May 2018, the EU countries registered all passengers on flights to and from the EU, storing all the data in huge databases and forwarded it to the authorities of other countries [15]. In this setting, DIDAP was responsible for the implementation of another important project, aiming at the establishment of the National Passenger Information Unit (PIU) for the Development of the PNR System [15]. The PNR project was initialized after the European Council obliged all air carriers to share all passenger data (biographic information and travel route information) with the Member States [47]. The primary objective of this system is to enforce border control and prevent irregular migration
to Europe as it enables LEAs to detect unknown persons of interest before they arrive at the borders [47].

5.2. Drones and the COVID-19 Pandemic

During 2019, the HP could only use drones to monitor forests and observe traffic in motorways, was allowed to deploy drones in policing and border control activities (Presidential Decree 98/2019) [33,70]. More specifically, the Presidential Decree 98/2019 gives HP the right to use drones for any kind of policing and border control activities without a previous judicial authorization [70]. As drones are now deployed in policing and border control operations, images, and video of people’s activity will be obtained [70].

In this context, HP moved on a bit further, exploiting drones during the COVID-19 pandemic [16]. According to the Hellenic Deputy Minister of Citizen Protection, Mr. Eleftherios Oikonomou, the HP used drones during the Easter holidays to ensure compliance with the movement restriction measures related to COVID-19 [33]. Many news media also reported the deployment of drones in urban areas, such as Athens and Thessaloniki, to monitor population movement [16].

Furthermore, HP has recently moved forward in procuring more UAVs and drones to augment its operational needs [33,35]. In June 2020, HP announced the acquisition of two drones through a public procurement contract of 136,000 euro, in the context of a European project called “HEFESTOS,” while a few months later, the Western Greece Region concluded a contract with the HP in order to acquire drones for policing activities within the framework of the European project “INTERREG 2014–2020” [16,33,35].

5.3. Body-Worn Cameras and CCTV

The debate around the use of on-duty video recording by police officers has recently entered the Greek public discussion, after the announcements made by the Minister of Civil Protection in December 2019, about the pilot use of body-worn cameras by officers serving at the Public Order Restoration Unit and lately at the Immediate Response Unit [14,58,62]. In the same context, HP announced the realization of a project called “Smart Policing” that included the purchase and use of body-worn cameras by police officers that could identify people using Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) [17,18].

The image and sound recorded by the mobile cameras give LEAs and the public the opportunity to understand firsthand what the modern police officer is called to face during his shift [55].

Body-worn cameras can be both repressive and preventive [58]. Their primary role is of a repressive nature as the recording of video and audio carried by the police makes it easy to recall any interaction, observation or other behavior that could be used to extract useful evidence in identifying crime at an intelligence and judiciary level [58,62]. As a result, this repressive role mentioned could lead to the prevention of crime, as cameras are expected to act as police agents, capturing any misconduct on the part of both citizens and police officers [14]. As Farrar [43] (p.9) mentions “human beings can change their behavior when they know they are being observed and their movements are being recorded and are more likely to adopt more socially acceptable behavior, compliance with the rule of law and a greater sense of cooperation with the police”.

In this framework, Couderta et al. [14] stated that such cameras are expected to increase the transparency of police action by documenting events that may involve police officers. This video recording documentation will serve as a reliable source of evidence of any interactions between police and citizens, exposing bad and good behavior [14]. Thus, it will prevent the misuse of violence and discrimination by the police or the violent behavior of citizens against the police [14]. Consequently, it is expected that policing will be improved, and public trust and confidence in the operation of the police will be restored to some degree, providing more public legitimacy [58].

However, many reservations exist around the use of such technology by the police, as there are concerns about privacy taking into account the issue of handling such personal
data recorded by those portable police cameras [71]. Furthermore, there are a lot of concerns raised by police unions about the changes this technology will bring in police working conditions [62]. More specifically, there were some discussions around the mental health issues and the stress of police officers that will derive from wearing such devices that will monitor their actions on a daily basis [62].

5.4. Smart Policing—Facial Recognition

The milestone of the effort of the HP to adopt ILP is considered to be the “Smart Policing” project for the implementation of which, during 2019, the HP offered 4 million euro to a global telecommunication systems vendor, funded by the Internal Security Fund (ISF) of the EC. This project will provide police officers with 1000 mobile devices equipped with integrated software enabling facial recognition and automated fingerprint identification that will help them increase their effectiveness during security checks [72]. More specifically, these mobile devices will be the size of a smartphone, and police officers will be able to use them during police stops and patrols, taking face photographs of suspects and collecting their fingerprints that will immediately be compared with data already stored in central databases for identification purposes [31].

The devices will be able to store at least 1,500,000 photos [72]. The new system will provide links to 20 national databases such as those of the Ministries of Justice, Transport, Interior and Foreign Affairs, as well as to European and global databases, such as those of Europol and Interpol [72].

According to the basic network architecture of the system, during the implementation of the project, a private access network will be created and supported by the Contractor that will be inserted between the thousands of mobile devices and the HP’s network [46,73]. However, this will signify that a private corporation will have access to all the activity of these devices.

The HP’s answer to these concerns was that these smart policing devices would offer a more coherent way to identify individuals, especially foreign nationals overstaying in Greece, in comparison to the current course of action that obliges police officers to bring any individual who does not carry identification documents to the nearest police station [73–75]. The HP elaborated that the processing of biometric data, such as the data collected by these devices, follows all National and European legislation and is in accordance with the HDPA directives [31].

5.5. Research Programs

As many will argue, research projects lie at the heart of innovation and make a critical contribution to the development of Europe’s societies and cultures. In this context, apart from the already implemented projects and procurements of specialized technological equipment, the HP has agreed to take part in important European research programs that gather the global interest around the future of the modern police. These research projects that focus on the field of smart policing and border management are funded by the EC under the Horizon 2020 scheme “Secure societies—Protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens” [76].

More specifically, the research projects that the HP has been implementing until today are mostly focused on enhancing surveillance capabilities exploiting the IoT technology and improving the information and data stream management (big data analytics).

5.5.1. PREVISION

PREVISION (Prediction and Visual Intelligence for Security Information) is a project that focuses on the development of technological tools in the field of information and data stream management that will help LEAs to deal with (cyber)crime and terrorism [77–79].

The project is coordinated by the Institute of Communication and Computer Systems, a non-profit Academic Research Body established in 1989 by the Greek Ministry of Education.
The project’s consortium consists of IT companies, organizations, and LEAs from all around Europe [77–79].

The project will deliver applications that will be able to integrate, fuse, and process heterogeneous data streams collected from the web-darkweb [80], video, road traffic, financial institutions, telecommunications, social network, and information security systems [77–79]. These applications aim at providing LEAs the capability to apply predictive analytics and detect anomalies [11,69].

5.5.2. DARLINE Deep AR Law Enforcement Ecosystem

DARLINE’s objective is to investigate how augmented reality (AR) technology can be exploited by LEAs in order to help first responders in making more informed and rapid decisions in challenging incidents [81]. More specifically, the project aims at developing innovative AR tools that will exploit AR smart glass technology and powerful computer vision algorithms with 5G network architectures, allowing agile processing of real-time data and improving situational awareness when responding to criminal and terrorist incidents [81]. According to the project’s deliverables, DARLENE will develop:

- AR glasses that will provide real-time information analysis and intelligence provision through capabilities such as facial recognition [31];
- Personalized Heads-Up Display (HUD) that will monitor the users’ physiological state and improve situational awareness [75];
- Devices that will enable police officers to see through concrete walls of buildings, the locations of people [32];
- A 5G radio network for the DARLENE AR-based law enforcement ecosystem [32].

This project is coordinated by the Center for Research and Technology-Hellas, a Greek research center [81]. The project’s consortium consists of IT companies and organizations from all around Europe and LEAs from Spain, Portugal, Germany, Cyprus, Lithuania, and Greece [81].

5.5.3. ROXANNE

ROXANNE will provide an analytics platform that will enhance investigation capabilities, improving identification of persons of interest by developing an integrated interface, fusing speech, text, and video processing technologies with criminal intelligence analysis [82]. The project will use speech processing exploiting multiple technologies such as speaker identification, multilingual automatic speech recognition, video and geographical meta-data processing, and network analysis [83].

The project is coordinated by the Idiap Research Institute, a non-profit foundation, Idiap was founded by the City of Martigny, the Canton du Valais, EPFL, the University of Geneva, and Swisscom [83]. The project’s consortium consists of INTERPOL, IT companies, organizations, universities, and LEAs from all around Europe [83].

5.5.4. AIDA

AIDA, exploiting AI and Deep Learning (DL) techniques to big data analytics, will develop a descriptive and predictive data analytics platform along with its tools in order to detect, analyze, and prevent organized crime and terrorism [17]. With AIDA’s platform, LEAs will be capable of dealing with huge amount of heterogeneous data (structured or unstructured) and data sets (text, images, videos, communication and traffic data, financial transactions, etc.), fusing them to produce raw intelligence through applications of big data processing, Machine Learning (ML), AI, predictive and visual analytics [31,79].

The project is coordinated by the private company Engineering Ingegneria Informatica SpA, and the project’s consortium consists of EUROPOL, other IT companies, organizations, universities, and LEAs from all around Europe [31,79].
5.5.5. SHIELD

7SHIELD aims at providing a holistic framework to LEAs to allow the effective confrontation of complex cyber and physical threats by enabling the deployment of innovative technological solutions, taking advantage of IoT technology for cyber and physical protection such as e-fences, passive radars, and laser technologies, multimedia AI technologies from CCTV cameras and UAVs [31,84].

This framework will try to integrate all these technologies aiming at correlating all the data produced in an integral hub that will allow the holistic processing, analysis, and visualization and provide better security and cyber threat detection-protection [16,85]. For this purpose, pilot schemes will take place in Spain, Athens, and Finland in order to produce valuable intel to be used in the development process of the framework.

7SHIELD consortium is composed of 22 partners from 12 different countries. It includes Private companies, Centers of Excellence, Research and Technology Centers, Regulation Authorities, Meteorological Institutes, Law Enforcements, and Research Foundations [31,84].

5.5.6. CREST

The CREST project will deliver a platform that will use targeted monitoring, tracking, and analytics solutions, exploiting IoT technology to develop an autonomous system for better surveillance that will allow LEAs to improve operational and investigation capabilities, produce reliable crime and terrorism predictions and preventions [86,87]. CREST Project Consortium showcases an overall representation of 23 partners from 16 countries. The eight LEAs participating in the CREST project originated from eight countries. CREST consortium also comprises seven Research and Academic Institutions, seven Industry Partners, and one Civil Organization [86,87].

5.5.7. TRESSPASS (Robust Risk Based Screening and Alert System for Passengers and Luggage)

TRESSPASS aims at modernizing the way the security checks at border crossing points are carried out by transforming the old-fashioned “Rule based” security check protocol to a new “Risk based” one [88–90].

More specifically, a system will be developed that will enable efficient and reliable well-targeted passenger checks through the exploitation of biometric and sensing technologies (passport/id readers, CCTV systems, body, and cargo scanners) [89] and pre-existing systems and databases such as VIS, SIS, and PNR [88].

The project is coordinated by the National Center for Scientific Research “Demokritos” in Greece, and the project’s consortium consists of other IT companies, organizations, universities, and LEAs from all around Europe [88].

5.5.8. BORDERUAS

BORDERUAS aims to facilitate effective border surveillance and prevent cross-border criminal activities by taking advantage of cutting-edge UAV technology available [35]. The project will provide the technology of combining a “lighter-than-air” UAV with sophisticated surveillance technology [33,35]. The project is coordinated by Vicomtech, an applied research technology center specialized in Artificial Intelligence, Visual Computing and Interaction, and the project’s consortium consists of other IT companies, organizations, universities, and LEAs from all around Europe [35].

5.5.9. FOLDOUT

FOLDOUT focuses on the development of a system that will combine various sensors and technologies in order to penetrate and monitor border regions with dense foliage in extreme climates [38]. Foliage monitoring is an important unsolved part of border surveillance, especially in the heavily forested areas on the Greek-Turkish border in Evros [35,38].
According to the project’s specifications, the system will collect events analyzing them with ML tools in order to continuously increase its detection and tracking capability [38].

The project is coordinated by the Austrian Institute of Technology, and the project’s consortium brings together IT companies, organizations, universities, and LEAs from all around Europe. The HP in this project is represented by the Center of Security Studies of Greece (KEMEA), which is a scientific, consulting and research organization overseen by the Minister of Citizen Protection [38].

5.5.10. EWISA (Early Warning for Increased Situational Awareness)

This project aims at increasing intelligence in video surveillance, through the development of smart video surveillance mechanism that will exploit multiple technologies such as motion detection, face recognition, picture enhancement, object counting, pattern and anomaly recognition [47, 84]. EWISA will provide better assessment and management of illegal migration flows at the Greek land borders as it will increase the operational situation awareness and enhance the reaction capacity of the land border security service of the HP [47, 91].

The project is coordinated by the Center of Security Studies of Greece (KEMEA) along with the HP, and the project’s consortium consists of the LEA of Spain and the Border Control Agencies of Romania and Finland [47, 84].

6. Discussion

Many reports [2, 3, 16, 29, 31, 47, 63, 64, 84, 92] indicate that the careful adoption of ILP and new technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), enhanced biometrics and surveillance tools, by LEAs in the context of policing, security, and border control, could offer numerous benefits that are vital for the future of modern policing.

The greatest pitfall in researching such technologies lies in the fact that there is little evidence on the scope of their application to strongly confirm both the expected benefits and risks arising from the use of police technology in the EU and Greece [8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 31, 84]. This is mainly due to the fact that there is no universal application of such technologies by any large-scale LEA.

As a result, from the scientific literature reviewed, there is little evidence to strongly confirm most of the expected benefits and risks arising from the use of police technology in the EU and Greece. For instance, little is known about the attitude of European citizens towards police officers who are equipped with cameras. Does technology increase citizens’ trust in the police, as well as the legitimacy and transparency with which the police operate?

Therefore, there is an imperative need for further research of the subject. In this setting, the fact that all new technologies used for policing, security, and border control in Greece and the EU are mostly at a research level indicates that the EU is trying to find the silver lining between the risks and benefits of the implementation of such technologies. Thus, demonizing radical technological solutions is not the answer. LEAs should research and test such technologies and regulate their mode of implementation, in order to mitigate all the risks posed by their use [47, 48, 63, 66, 93, 94]. That is why state and global efforts to control this technological upheaval is realized through the discussions initiated for regulatory initiatives [11, 63, 94].

6.1. Benefits

According to academics [47, 58, 64, 84, 95–99], the benefits offered by a careful adoption of new technologies in the context of policing, security, and border control, such as increased transparency, capacity to identify criminals, detect fraud and abuses, and access to relevant intel for guiding decisions, that are significant for the future of modern LEAs.

In a data-driven world, criminal activity is more and more interconnected with technology and the internet. In this context, the role of Big Data, at this point, should be underlined as through the adaptation of such technologies, a huge amount of data are generated that can be utilized to provide complete information to LEAs, leading to the successful
dismantlement of criminal groups. In addition, this approach may lead police officers to rely less on stereotypes about race and class [100]. In that sense, the use of big data by LEAs may reduce mass surveillance of minority neighborhoods and at the same time promote transparency through the exploitation of big data in order to “police the police” [89] (p.997) as digital trails are susceptible to oversight [100]. As a result, the accumulation of Big Data by LEAs could be used to make previous police practices that were based on individual-level bias disappear, providing an opportunity to increase transparency and accountability [100].

6.2. Risks

These powerful new technologies may also pose significant challenges related to their questionable reliability and accuracy that lead to multiple fundamental rights risks such as bias and discrimination, data protection and privacy, and unlawful profiling [47].

To an extent, the benefits of these technologies described above need to be carefully balanced against the significant ethical risks posed by such technologies to fundamental human rights [47,95]. Therefore, Dumbrava [36] (p. II) argues that developing and adopting powerful AI technologies without facing “pitfalls such as technological determinism and the myth of technological neutrality” would further increase the risk posed to fundamental rights, transparency, and accountability.

This unconditional adaptation of new policing technologies, according to surveillance scholars [97,98,101–104], led to the increase in surveillance that is now considered one of the major institutional dimensions of modern societies. According to Lyon [104], in these modern “surveillance societies” [103], which give room for the emergence of mass surveillance, some individuals, groups, and institutions are surveilled more than others, while different populations are monitored for different reasons and purposes.

In this context, the use of FRT, biometric identification technologies, and drones by the HP, according to the civil society, is in conflict with the fundamental human rights of privacy and data protection, while it encroaches on the freedom of expression and assembly [105]. This argument is reinforced by the fact that through the project “Smart Policing” that the HP is implementing, exploiting AI technologies, a private access network will be created and supported by the Contractor that will be inserted between the thousands of mobile devices and the HP’s network [84]. This raises questions around whether a private corporation will have access to all the data collected from the operation of the “Smart Policing” system.

In many respects, the risk of increased state-sponsored societal control outweighs any alleged benefits that these technologies promise. To sum up, according to many technology- and society-related studies, technologies are now researched also from a social, political, and cultural context [74]. In that sense, if the current development of FRT is investigated only as science-driven progress, a one-sided perception is created, leaving outside important subjects such as the “securitization” of identity and the global surveillance culture built the last two decades [74]. In this context, the adoption of such technologies is often considered as a series of purely technical procedures and improvements [47]. Such an approach constructs a false sense of objectivity to technologies that separate technological advances from the broader legal, social, and ethical implications they may pose [47]. This false sense is also depicted in the fact that in order to deal with data complexity, a series of cognitive simplifications had to be made during information processing [2,7,10]. These simplifications though could “infect” the procedure and, to an extent, the decision with biases.

As a result, it should be mentioned that no technology adopted for policing is as neutral, impartial, and accurate as it claims to be. This, however, should not limit the implementation of such a model, as ILP methods such as statistical investigations, forensic laboratories, and information systems incorporate the basic assumptions about science and technology (neutrality, validity, and progress), building the image of efficiency and neutrality.
7. Conclusions

The primary aim of this paper was to provide insights on the degree of ILP’s implementation by the HP while identifying the innovative police technologies used in the EU and Greece against crime. To accomplish these aims, an extensive and thorough review of the existing literature was conducted to establish a good knowledge base around the theme. This exploration of the academic discourse on the subject divulged some gaps in knowledge; presented the absence of comparable and comprehensive data; and highlighted that although police technology is something that concerns researchers, the research around its implementation and use in the EU and Greece is not vast.

The discussions around these new technologies are best depicted as a continuous "battle" between skeptics, who see technologies such as AI as tools of “destruction,” and proponents of progress that see them as tools of “salvation” [47]. Both sides seem to agree though that new technologies are powerful tools that will have a significant impact on modern society [47]. The risk that lurks, however, is in assuming that, given their disruptive power, these technologies will inevitably have such consequences, regardless of what policies and restrictions we may pose to control them. In this context, a recent eu-LISA report [106] underlined that the adaptation of new technologies, such as AI, in policing, security and border control, is not a question of “if”, but “when” and “to what extent”.

Kuskonmaz and Guild [93] expressed interesting parallelism, lumping together the current haste to implement new digital technologies and the way humanity has addressed previous technological challenges. More specifically, they analogized the car technology to AI, underlining the fact that although cars can run really fast, it has not stopped policy makers from imposing driving speed limits for reasons of public safety [93]. Another great example of such a successful regulation posed on technological progress was realized on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons through international agreements [47]. In that sense, it can be noted that “just because some technologies are possible, it does not mean that they should be accepted” [93].

As a result, state, and global response to the uncontrollable technological upheaval are taking form through the discussions initiated for regulatory initiatives [47,48,63,66,93,94]. In this regulatory effort, the EU mobilized funding mechanisms in order to move forward the implementation of numerous research projects, as the ones mentioned above, that would test the application of new AI and surveillance technologies in policing and border control. Through these research projects, it is aimed to locate any existing flaws and identify the risks posed by the use of such technologies by the EU LEAs.

In this context, in January 2021 the EC accepted a European Citizens’ Initiative put forward by the “Reclaim Your Face” coalition, which calls for a ban on biometric mass surveillance [107]. Furthermore, in April 2021, the EC introduced a proposal for an AI act, which would classify all AI systems used in the fields of migration, asylum, and border control management as high-risk [47,107]. These “high-risk” systems will need to meet certain criteria concerning the quality of data collected, cybersecurity, human oversight, transparency, and technical documentation and record keeping accuracy [47].

As far as the HP is concerned, through the numerous EU research projects that are implemented in Greece regarding the use of new AI and surveillance technologies by the police, the Greek LEA benefits from turning into a technological hotbed of Europe.

Regarding the HP’s projects that are already in the implementation phase and not at a research-level, such as the “Smart Policing”, the body-worn cameras and the “PNR System,” the HP has reassured multiple times that all the technologies adopted, comply with EU and INTERPOL legal and ethical frameworks and have been reviewed by internal experts and external ethics and stakeholder boards. In addition, it should be noted that the operation of DIDAP, the key police service for the ILP implementation, is supervised by a senior Prosecutor and the external control of HDPA, whose responsibility is to guarantee legality and enhance transparency.

After researching the use of these technologies by the HP, it was realized that the only technological solution used that needs further discussion is “Smart Policing”. Although
the “Smart Policing” system offers a more efficient way to identify individuals, especially third country nationals overstaying in Greece, in comparison to the current procedure that obliges police officers to bring any individual who do not carry identification documents to the nearest police station, it creates an unanswered question around whether the private concessionaire of the project would have access to the data collected as the crypto channel created will operate at the company’s network.

Regarding the body-worn cameras, it was never stated by HP that it would implement FRT. The cameras are just used to monitor the police officers doing their job with transparency and, if needed, to collect evidence for a crime committed either by the police or some suspected criminal [14]. Furthermore, the PNR system collects data that are already available to the HP legally through border security checks and airlines databases [15].

As far as the drones are concerned, until today, they were only used for border surveillance and monitoring riots, while recently, they were used for surveilling suspected criminals during police operations in order to collect evidence and capture them committing a crime [16]. The only drone use that was considered to be outside the criminal spectrum was during the COVID-19 pandemic [108] when the HP operated drones to monitor traffic during movement restrictions [16,61]. However, it was not used to identify cars and car holders and did not collect personal data, as the aim of the operation was to evaluate the risk of COVID-19 transmission, depending on the level of mobility of citizens [16,33].

Overall, it can be said that emergent technologies are reshaping policing. This raises serious questions on the limits of the automation of policing and whether automation will ultimately lead to an ‘end’ of professional police forces [42]. The proliferation of this “technological policing net” [42] is a phenomenon that raised concerns primarily in terms of its surveillance or privacy implications. However, this is only one aspect of the discussion. Increasingly concerning are the damaging effects of intensifying technologization upon the police and the public. Further discussion should be made on the impacts of replacing police forces as “visible societal guardians” [42] with more invisible forms of automated policing. This could be considered to be more corrosive for the public good than any privacy violation [42].

In that sense, the exploitation of new technologies in a data-driven [109,110] policing concept, although important for the goal of preventing crime, is only one part of the solution [10]. ILP, wherever implemented, was considered only as one segment of an overall policing strategy that included staff education [10]. In this context, people, software, and equipment need to be aligned as “the human factor is the primary driver of success” [10]. Always in the end police officers are the ones that analyze, interpret data, decide how to use it, and ensure their success [10].

Concluding, it is worth mentioning that the examination of all the related literature showed that there is still not enough evidence for the universal application of such technologies by any large-scale LEA. All new technologies used for policing, security, and border control in Greece and the EU are mostly at a research-level. Therefore, those agencies that want to proceed with the adoption of such technologies should carefully consider the ethical issues that arise and recognize that most of the claims (advantages and disadvantages) made will have to be re-tested in an implementation environment of each society, at a trial stage. In that sense, the Greek and European Panopticon is still far away.
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